Date

12.03.2016

12.03.2016

13.03.2016

14.03.2016

Language / Targeted
Audience

RUS

ENG

Summary of the Disinformation

Cannibalistic rituals are rampant in
Ukrainian society. // The EU provoked the
Ukrainian Revolution in 2014 which was
implemented with the involvement of Nazi
groups.

Traditional European cuisine is under attack
by Muslim citizens. Proved by the incident
in Copenhagen Hospitality College (a
cooking school) in Denmark, which required
tasting of pork and wine from its Muslim
students; and later it was forced by the
Danish government to take the pork and
wine off the menu.

Link to the Disinformation

http://bit.ly/1MxZ9lo

http://bit.ly/1XaUPJu

Disinforming outlet(s)

Disproof

Reported by

Voyennaya Tayna s
Igorem Prokopenko,
10:30

Absurd and without evidence. // The
demonstrations which began in Kiev in
November 2013 were born out of
Ukrainians' own desire for a closer
Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
relationship with the European Union,
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher
and their frustration when former
President Yanukovych halted progress
toward that goal as a result of Russian
pressure (http://bit.ly/1Ri9ldy).

strategic-culture.org

The Copenhagen Hospitality College
case took place in 2012 and therefore
cannot be considered a consequence
of the current migrant crisis. The
school did not have to take the pork
and wine off the menu. It was merely
decided that Muslim students do not
have to
taste pork and wine and can ask their
fellow students for help instead:
http://bit.ly/1SLYfBn

European Values Think-Tank

RUS

The Ukrainian government derives its
legitimacy not from the people, but from
Western leaders.

http://bit.ly/1RoTdeY

The 25 May presidential election in
Ukraine was a genuine election largely
in line with international
commitments and it respected
fundamental freedoms, despite the
hostile security environment in two
eastern regions of the country.
odAccording to the OSCE, "people of Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
novorossia.livejournal.c
Ukraine had the opportunity to
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher
om
genuinely express their will at the
ballot box" (http://bit.ly/1hqcDuR).
Similary, Ukraine’s local elections in
October 2016 were competitive and
generally showed respect for the
democratic process
(http://bit.ly/1VUL9V5).

RUS

The US government has begun to prepare
for the nuclear apocalypse. Obama has
ordered underwater cities, and fortified
bunkers in the rocks that can withstand a
nuclear attack.

http://bit.ly/1MSuzxV

The great mysteries of
the world (YouTube
channel)

Conspiracy theory, no evidence given.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

14.03.2016

15.03.2016

15.03.2016

15.03.2016

16.03.2016

16.03.2016

RUS

The fascist Ukrainian army is supported by
Turkish mercenaries in Donbass.

http://bit.ly/1PCM5pE

Eduard Basurin (Defence
Spokesman of the selfproclaimed Donetsk
People's Republic) on
Yury Kotenok's video
blog

No evidence given for this claim.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

Propaganda video
(YouTube channel)

The Ukrainian army is defending the
country's sovereignty, territorial
integrity and citizens
(http://bit.ly/1RMKnDr). Much of the Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
destruction and violence in Eastern
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher
Ukraine is a result of the activities of
the Russian-backed separatists
(http://bit.ly/1Tkn49I).

miaistok.su

The EU imposed restrictive measures
against the Russian Federation in
response to the illegal annexation of
Crimea and the deliberate
destabilisation of a neighbouring
sovereign country
(http://bit.ly/19wwzP3). // The EU
supports Ukraine's democratically Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
elected government in its endeavour
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher
to undertake the political and
economic reforms that are necessary
to consolidate a democratic,
independent, united and prosperous
Ukraine (http://bit.ly/1WZr5PI). EU
member states are fully committed to
fight terrorism (http://bit.ly/1RQFDzI).

http://bit.ly/1qdvynF

topwar.ru

Syria's bloody internal conflict began
with pro-democracy protests in March Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
2011 before escalating into a full-scale
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher
civil war (http://bbc.in/1lCPcBw).

RUS

The UK's foreign policy is driven by
superiority and humiliation. The Litvinenko
case confirms that London considers Russia
not as a strategic partner but as an enemy.

http://bit.ly/1VR8maA

Artur Atayev (Head of
Sector, Caucasian
Studies, Russian
Institute for Strategic
Studies) on Yury
Kotenok's video blog,
0:40

Accoding to judge Sir Robert Owen
there is compelling evidence that the
Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Russian state was behind Litvinenko's
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher
assassination on British soil
(http://bit.ly/1WwPxYU) .

CZE

The crash of Germanwings Flight 9525 in
March 2015 was planned by the European
elites with the aim of distracting attention
from the migration crisis.

http://bit.ly/1Rxa5Ng

RUS

RUS

RUS

While pro-Russian fighters are defending
their homeland, the Ukrainian army is
bringing destruction to Eastern Ukraine.

The decision to extend EU sanctions against
Russia until September 2016 reflects the
hypocrisy of European imperialists whose
aim is to promote the interests of
transnational capitalist corporations. //
Leaders of the EU also support the fascist
Ukrainian regime and jihadist terrorists.

The Syrian crisis is a direct consequence of
US and Western aggression.

http://bit.ly/1RwUGfL

http://bit.ly/1MyenHa

protiproud.parlamentnil
Conspiracy theory, no evidence given.
isty.cz

European Values Think-Tank

16.03.2016

RUS

18.03.2016

CZE

18.03.2016

CZE

19.03.2016

RUS

RUS

19.03.2016

19.03.2016

20.03.2016

20.03.2016

ENG

Ukrainian soldiers crucified a separatist
fighter, a naked girl and slaughtered 30
people in Eastern Ukraine.
Nadiya Savchenko, while serving with the
Aidar battalion, tortured POWs, civilians,
pressed for their execution and suggested
selling their organs.
German local elections that took place in
March 2016 were rigged.

http://bit.ly/1RwTDMN

31tv.ru, 1:21

No evidence given for these claims.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

http://bit.ly/1LWZvlL

protiproud.parlamentnil
isty.cz

Repeating an already debunked myth.
No evidence supports these
groundless allegations.

European Values Think-Tank

http://bit.ly/1V0UIkC

prvopodstata.com

No evidence given.

European Values Think-Tank

The killing of Osama bin Laden is а US fake.

http://bit.ly/21QNgJ1

Voyennaya Tayna s
Igorem Prokopenko

Conspiracy theory, no evidence given.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

The possibility to obtain passports issued by
the authorities of the self-proclaimed
Donetsk People's Republic is warmly
welcomed by citizens of Italy, Poland,
France and Serbia.

http://bit.ly/22Xs6eH

antifashist.com

No evidence given for this claim.

East StratCom Network

ukraina.ru

This fake story uses a draft proposal by
Kyiv City Council member Yuriy
Syrotiuk registered on March 11.
Syrotiuk proposes to establish that
Ukrainian be used in city advertising,
record keeping and official
communication with the residents of
the city. There is absolutely no
mention of prohibiting Russian in any
public or private sphere. Paragraph 3
of the draft decision clearly states that
"Use of other languages is possible on
request". According to Ukraine’s
Constitution and the Law on
languages, every person is guaranteed
the right to choose the language he or
she wishes to speak and no
restrictions have ever been enacted
limiting that choice
(http://bit.ly/1RxchEh).

StopFake.org

Representatives of Kyiv City Council
advocate the exclusive use of the Ukrainian
state language on the territory of the city
and propose to ban Russian completely.

RUS

WADA's "doping raids" against Russian
athletes are part of the information war the
West is waging against Russia.

RUS

Poroshenko has refused to follow the Minsk
agreement.

http://bit.ly/1LX5wPl

http://bit.ly/1UZwmHS

Alexander Goncharov
(historian) on Yury
Kotenok's video blog

Repeating an already debunked myth.
The regulations of the World AntiOleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Doping Agency equally apply to every
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher
athlete, regardless of his or her
country of origin.

http://bit.ly/1pWgsCg

"Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyevym", political
talk show, 3:12

Repeating an already debunked myth.
Poroshenko has repeatedly confirmed
the necessity to implement the Minsk
agreements (http://bit.ly/1XaV2ML).

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

20.03.2016

20.03.2016

RUS

RUS

According to international law, the seizure
of foreign territory does not classify as
"annexation" and "aggression". Thus, the
capture of Crimea by Russia cannot be
described with these terms.

The annexation of Crimea by Russia aimed
at preventing mass killings of ethnic
Russians by Ukrainian nationalist groups.

http://bit.ly/1pWgsCg

According to the 1974 UN GA
Resolution 3314, "aggression is the use
of armed force by a State against the
sovereignty, territorial integrity or
"Voskresnyi vecher s
political independence of another
Vladimirom
State, or in any other manner
Solovyevym", political
inconsistent with the Charter of the
talk show, 12:02
United Nations, as set out in this
Definition" (http://bit.ly/1RHS4vL).
Russia's actions exhaust this
definition.

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

http://bit.ly/1pWgsCg

Repeating an already debunked myth.
Outside of the pro-Kremlin media
there have been no credible
reports of threats to the Russiandescent or Russian-speaking
population (http://bit.ly/1Tl9X7W).

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

"Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyevym", political
talk show, 31:11
"Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyevym", political
talk show

The national symbols of Ukraine
(including the national flag, the coat of
arms or the anthem) have nothing to
do with Nazism.

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

Repeating already debunked
disinformation.

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

gmvideo.net

Conspiracy theory, no evidence given.

Official from Georgia

20.03.2016

RUS

All national symbols of Ukraine have Nazi
origin.

http://bit.ly/1pWgsCg

20.03.2016

RUS

The EU and the US supported the coup in
Ukraine in 2014.

http://bit.ly/1pWgsCg

20.03.2016

GEO

From December 2016, European new-born
children will be compelled to take in a
microchip.

http://bit.ly/1Tge5WZ

20.03.2016

RUS

Russia saved Crimea from war by annexing
the peninsula. Since the annexation, Crimea
has been developing faster than ever.

http://bit.ly/25E8FtM

"Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyevym", political
talk show, 16:11

Repeating already debunked
disinformation. The annexation of
Crimea by the Russian Federation took
place in February 2014, almost two
months before the pro-Russian
protests in Donetsk and Luhansk
oblasts escalated into an armed
separatist insurgency
Dmitriy Kiselyov's "Vesti
(http://bbc.in/1FfegIv). // Despite the
nedeli" news show,
fact that the Russian government has
36:42
poured enormous amounts of money
in subsidies into the region, the
Russian-annexed peninsula continues
to deal with energy shortages
(http://bit.ly/1UCSh98), while
Crimeans also feel the spiraling cost of
food and services acutely
(http://bit.ly/1pZgCZE).

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

RUS

Ukraine is an artificial nation which came
into existence as a result of the October
Revolution of 1917. Ukrainians are Russian
by origin.

CZE, ENG

Flydubai Flight 981 was destroyed by two
shoulder-fired missiles of American origin.
The Turkish and Ukrainian presidents are to
blame for the attack.

21.03.2016

RUS

Ukraine may lose further chunks of its
territory as a result of foreign aggression.
Poland might annex Lvov, Turkey Odessa
and Hungary the region of Transkarpatia.

http://bit.ly/1ZKtcZv

21.03.2016

RUS

Anglo-Saxon countries transformed Ukraine
into an anti-Russian nation. Ukraine is part
of the Russian world.

http://bit.ly/1RycY0a

ENG

One in three Europeans consider Crimea a
part of Russia according to pollsters
"Populus" and "Ifop".

HUN

The migration crisis in Europe is engineered
by the US in order to uphold its world
hegemony.

20.03.2016

21.03.2016

22.03.2016

22.03.2016

22.03.2016

22.03.2016

CZE

HUN, RUS

Chancellor Angela Merkel is responsible for
the Brussels terror attacks as the
perpetrators were Muslim immigrants.

The Belarusian brothers Ivan and Aleksey
Dovbash are responsible for the terrorist
attacks in Brussels. Russian secret services
had warned their Belgian counterparts of
an imminent threat

http://bit.ly/1ZHUEXU

http://bit.ly/1WUL81T //
http://bit.ly/1PDmFZ9

Alexei Samoylov (Expert
Group on Ukraine,
Repeating an already debunked myth.
Russian Institute for
Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
The Ukrainian nation did exist before
Strategic Studies) on
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher
1917.
Yury Kotenok's video
blog, 0:22, 1:40

orgo-net.blogspot.be
whatdoesitmean.com

Conspiracy theory, no evidence given.
According to Russian investigators, the
poor weather conditions and pilot
error were possible reasons for the
crash (http://bit.ly/1RsbKmf).

European Values Think-Tank

Repeating already debunked
disinformation. No evidence given for
this groundless claim. In contrast to Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
infocenter-odessa.com
Russia, Poland, Hungary and Turkey
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher
respect the territorial integrity of
Ukraine.
ridus.ru

Repeating an already debunked myth.
Ukraine is a sovereign nation and has
made its own sovereign choices.

East StratCom Network

http://bit.ly/1UrrRaq

rt.com

There is no mention of a Crimea poll
on the websites of British Populus and
French Ifop research companies
(http://bit.ly/1PDooh3).

StopFake.org

http://bit.ly/1ZwUodX

titkolthirek.hu

Conspiracy theory, no evidence given.

Political Capital Institute

svobodnenoviny.eu

Most of the perpetrators of recent
attacks in both Paris and Brussels
were European citizens who could
move between countries on the
continent freely and undetected
(http://f24.my/1pJSJ8o).

European Values Think-Tank

hirado.hu
Sputnik-Belarus
lifenews.ru

Following the attacks, RFE/RL
and Euroradio managed to carry
out interviews with the alleged
"suicide(!) bombers"
(http://bit.ly/22EpCC0). Reportedly,
the brothers has also confirmed with
the Belgian police that there was no
suspicion against them
(http://bit.ly/1VRnEfB).

East StratCom

http://bit.ly/1ZIvTLd

http://bit.ly/1MPBgAA //
http://bit.ly/1pXJyBZ //
http://bit.ly/1ZIiDpL

CZE

Savchenko is an unpredictable neo-Nazi
and a drug-addict and she intentionally
murdered two Russian journalists. The
killing of the journalists was a strategy of
the Ukrainian government to deter others
from coming to the area, so that they
wouldn't report about the Ukrainian army's
atrocities.

22.03.2016

RUS

Angela Merkel is responsible for the
terrorist attacks in Brussels, because she
carried out talks with Erdogan, who is the
creator of Daesh.

http://bit.ly/1RSGJev

22.03.2016

RUS

Democracy always leads to terror. It gave
birth to Hitler as well as to Muslim
extremism.

http://bit.ly/1RSGJev

CZE, ENG

The Brussels bombings were false flag
operations intended to create a European
police state. There is no proof that Daesh
conducted the attacks.

http://bit.ly/1PDgDrq //
http://bit.ly/1o5A3Pd

RUS

Germany's international broadcaster,
Deutsche Welle (DW), has received
hundreds of millions of euros from the
German federal budget specifically
earmarked for conducting political
propaganda in Russia, Ukraine and other
foreign countries.

22.03.2016

23.03.2016

23.03.2016

23.03.2016

RUS

Nadiya Savchenko was proved to be a
villain and a murderer.

http://bit.ly/1pY4hWe

http://bit.ly/1USFi32

http://bit.ly/1pYSXIZ

svobodnenoviny.eu

Repeating already debunked
disinformation. There is compelling
evidence that Savchenko did not
murder the two Russian journalists
(http://bit.ly/1WbGqMD). EU High
Representative/Vice-President
Federica Mogherini has called for her
immediate release
(http://bit.ly/22fkVOO).

"Vecher s Vladimirom
Those responsible for the attacks
Solovyevym", political
were the individuals who carried
talk show
them out. Both Germany and Turkey
(special edition on the
are members of the anti-Daesh
Brussels terror attacks),
coalition (http://ind.pn/1MiV7NN).
1:13:16
"Vecher s Vladimirom
Solovyevym", political
talk show
No evidence given.
(special edition on the
Brussels terror attacks),
1:17:56

European Values Think-Tank

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

globalresearch.ca
zemavek.sk

Conspiracy theory, no evidence given.
Daesh has claimed responsibility for
the Brussels attacks
(http://on.wsj.com/1U3UdHv).

European Values Think-Tank

ria.ru

For 2014, Deutsche
Welle received a federal allowance of
€278.5 million, in order to increase
reporting
on Russia and the Ukraine, to enhance
programs for Africa and the Arab
World as well as to improve studio
equipment (http://bit.ly/2353xA4).

East StratCom Network

politrussia.com

There is evidence that Savchenko was
kidnapped by separatists and taken to
Russia (http://bit.ly/1WbGqMD).
According to Amnesty International,
"Nadiya Savchenko was sent to prison
after a flawed and deeply politicized
trial" (http://bit.ly/1YdlHZE).

European Values Think-Tank

23.03.2016

GEO

23.03.2016

RUS

23.03.2016

CZE

24.03.2016

25.03.2016

Georgia and the World
(newspaper)

According to the National Democratic
Institute's (NDI) research concerning
the attitudes of Georgian citizens,
conducted in November and
December 2015, only 24 percent of
polling participants were in favor of
strengthening the ties with the
Eurasian Union (the organization was
created by Russia, Belarus and
Kazakhstan), while 58 percent believe
that Georgia should undoubtedly
integrate into the European Union.
The study highlights that the EU's
popularity in Georgia is increasing
(http://bit.ly/1RzfWVv).

EEAS

http://bit.ly/1Tifuw7

vk.com

Conspiracy theory, no evidence given.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

http://bit.ly/1SjAde2

svetkolemnas.info

Absurd conspiracy theory.

European Values Think-Tank

European Values Think-Tank

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

80% of Georgia's population supports
normalisation of relations with Russia and
does not even want to hear about the
West.

The US has installed a nuclear facility on the
territory of Ukraine, capable of creating a
so-called dirty bomb. // Ukraine is a Nazistate.
The Brussels attacks were conducted by the
CIA and the Mossad, the alleged victims of
the attacks were actors.

CZE

In some areas of the UK, Muslims will soon
make majority of local population - and the
same might be the case with the whole EU.

http://bit.ly/1N4He0S

instory.cz

According to the Pew Research Centre
the proportion of Muslims in Europe
will rise
from 6 per cent to 8 per cent during
years 2010 – 2030:
http://pewrsr.ch/1N4Hjl7

RUS

The Security Service of Ukraine (SBU) is in
full subordination to US intelligence
services. The 6th floor of SBU's HQ hosts
1180 American specialists from the CIA and
the NSA.

http://bit.ly/1MAUa3s

warfiles.ru

No evidence given.

25.03.2016

RUS

The US uses the Ukrainian regime to display
overt and covert aggression against Russia.
Washington carefully selected Yatsenyuk
for the position of PM for this very purpose.

26.03.2016

CZE

There is a totalitarian regime in the Czech
Republic.

http://bit.ly/1PFe4oI

http://bit.ly/1UCzH0R

Repeating already debunked
disinformation. Ukraine is a sovereign
odcountry, Arseniy Yatsenyuk's
Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
novorossia.livejournal.c
government was approved by the
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher
om
democratically elected Ukrainian
parliament in December 2014
(http://bit.ly/25yADXY).
nwoo.org

No evidence given for these claims.
Czech Republic is a democratic
country.

European Values Think-Tank

26.03.2016

26.03.2016

27.03.2016

27.03.2016

27.03.2016

27.03.2016

27.03.2016

27.03.2016

CZE

Nadiya Savchenko was proved to be a
villain and a murderer.

http://bit.ly/1RHOZM7

CZE

Angela Merkel has a selfie with the suicide
bomber from Brussels.

http://bit.ly/1PQhuVy //
http://bit.ly/1N4G5X3 //
http://bit.ly/1UOXaN1

RUS

The terrorist attacks in Paris and Brussels
took place due to serious errors of the
West: instead of fighting against Daesh,
they have been fighting against Russia and
strengthening NATO in Eastern Europe.

RUS

In some EU countries people are not
allowed to appear on the streets with
Christian symbols such as the cross around
the neck. Violators will be fined or arrested.

RUS

Karadžić's verdict is unlawful.

RUS

Poroshenko and Yatsenuk are afraid of
Nadiya Savchenko and consider her as a
political rival. That is why they do not let
her return to Ukraine.

RUS

Angela Merkel took a selfie with one of the
suspected terrorists who participated in
the attacks in Brussels on 22 March.

RUS

Europe is responsible for the terrorist
attacks in Brussels, because EU countries
are behaving arrogantly (toward Russia)
and refuse to cooperate in the fight against
terror.

nwoo.org

There is evidence that Savchenko was
kidnapped by separatists and taken to
Russia (http://bit.ly/1WbGqMD).
According to Amnesty International,
"Nadiya Savchenko was sent to prison
after a flawed and deeply politicized
trial" (http://bit.ly/1YdlHZE).

Sputnik CZ // AC24.cz // In fact, it is a Syrian refugee with no
prvnizpravy.parlamentn
link to the Brussels attacks:
ilisty.cz
http://bit.ly/1UOXj31

European Values Think-Tank

European Values Think-Tank //
Facebook Group "Dezinformacie,
Hoaxy, Propaganda"

http://bit.ly/1qfVOhf

"Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyevym", political
talk show, 1:02

EU member states are fully
committed to fight terrorism
(http://bit.ly/1RQFDzI).

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

http://bit.ly/1qfVOhf

"Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyevym", political
talk show, 20:48

Patently untrue. Repeating already
debunked disinformation.

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

"Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyevym", political
talk show, 38:03

The International Criminal Tribunal for
the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) was
established by the UN Security Council
(where is Russia a permanent
member) in accordance with Chapter
VII of the UN Charter
(http://bit.ly/1qiSiD2).

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

"Voskresnyi vecher s
Vladimirom
Solovyevym", political
talk show, 1:48:16

Both Poroshenko and Yatsenuk have
strongly condemned the verdict
against Savchenko. The Ukrainian
President has also expressed his
readiness to exchange two Russian
soldiers who were detained "for their
participation in the armed aggression
against Ukraine"
(http://bit.ly/1N4In8A).

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

Various media outlets

In fact, it is a Syrian refugee with no
link to the Brussels attacks:
http://bit.ly/1UOXj31

East StratCom Network

http://bit.ly/1qfVOhf

http://bit.ly/1qfVOhf

http://bit.ly/1RHMSXB

http://bit.ly/1TsUkvn

Those responsible for the attacks
Dmitriy Kiselyov's "Vesti
were the individuals who carried
nedeli" news show,
them out. EU member states are fully
16:54
committed to fight terrorism
(http://bit.ly/1RQFDzI).

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

27.03.2016

RUS

28.03.2016

CZE

28.03.2016

GEO

28.03.2016

28.03.2016

RUS

GER

Karadžić's verdict, handed down by the
Hague tribunal, is unfair.

The terrorist attacks in Brussels could have
been planned by Turkey in cooperation
with Daesh and agents amongst the
Brussels elites.
While Europe is preparing to legalize,
homosexuality, a form of paedophilia,
infantophilia is also flourishing on the
continent.

http://bit.ly/1TsUkvn

Former Bosnian Serb leader Radovan
Karadžić was found guilty on 10 out of
11 charges brought by war crimes
Dmitriy Kiselyov's "Vesti
prosecutors at the International
nedeli" news show,
Criminal Tribunal for the Former
43:50
Yugoslavia in The Hague. Karadžić was
sentenced to 40 years in prison by
U.N. judges (http://reut.rs/1T6P4NU).

Pavel Spirin, former journalist

http://bit.ly/1ZYsJ60

protiproud.parlamentnil
isty.cz

No evidence given.

European Values Think-Tank

Asaval-Dasavali
(newspaper)

No evidence given. Homosexuality is
not a form of paedophilia.

EEAS

The Ukrainian Finance Minister has asked
the United States to help put off an April 6
referendum in the Netherlands on the
Ukraine-EU Association Agreement.

After the US-led violent coup against the
legitimate government of Ukraine, which
Moscow did not want to accept, the West
imposed a number of economic sanctions
on Russia.

Ukrainian Finance Minister Natalie
Fake letter circulated on
Jaresko has confirmed that the letter
Russian social media
is a fake (http://bit.ly/1PFm0WT).

http://bit.ly/1Tin3mE

deutsch.rt.com

Repeating already debunked
disinformation. The demonstrations
which began in Kiev in November 2013
were born out of Ukrainians' own
desire for a closer relationship with
the European Union, and their
frustration when former President
Yanukovych halted progress toward
that goal as a result of Russian
pressure (http://bit.ly/1Ri9ldy). The
Yanukovych government
lost its legitimacy following the brutal
crackdown it ordered
on peaceful protesters
(http://bit.ly/1Tl9X7W). The EU
imposed restrictive measures against
the Russian Federation in response to
the illegal annexation of Crimea and
deliberate destabilisation of a
neighbouring sovereign country
(http://bit.ly/19wwzP3).

Igor Solovey

Mark Wittfoth, student

28.03.2016

29.03.2016

29.03.2016,

29.03.2016

GEO

Non-visa rules will grant no privileges to
Georgian citizens other than they will no
more have to stand in long queues.

Alia newspaper

SVK

Traditional European cuisine is under attack
of the Muslim citizens. Proved by the
incident in Copenhagen Hospitality College
(a cooking school) in Denmark, which
required tasting of pork and wine from its
Muslim students; and
later it was forced by the Danish
government to take the pork and wine off
the menu.

http://bit.ly/1V3CUqg

zemavek.sk

CZE

There is an organized economic disruption
in Ukraine, organized by the West.

http://bit.ly/1RzbhTC //
http://bit.ly/1N4FjZX //
http://bit.ly/1N4FlkE

e-republika.cz //
novarepublika.cz //
svobodnenoviny.eu

CZE

Most of the terrorist attacks and other
incidents are staged.
There was an exercise carried in London
subway in the end of
February. Such exercises are carried out so
that the elites can prepare for staging
more attacks.

http://bit.ly/1qpw6qt //
http://bit.ly/1UOY0t9 //
http://bit.ly/1W4tlqF

OrgoNet @ blogspot.cz
// svetkolemnas.info //
megazine.cz

Presently Georgian citizens have to
pass through seven stages to arrive in
the Schengen area. After the
successful finalization of the visa
liberalization process with the EU,
Georgian citizens, holding biometric
passports, will be able to enter the
Schengen area without visas: Georgian
citizens will no more have to pay a visa
fee of EUR 35, they will not have to fill
in an application, to set a date for a
visa interview, to come to an interview
and return later to get an answer
(http://wapo.st/1MC2f2L).
The Copenhagen Hospitality College
case took place in 2012 and therefore
cannot
be considered a current consequence
of the migrant crisis. The school did
not have to take
the pork and wine off the menu. It was
merely decided that Muslim students
do not have to
taste pork and wine and can ask their
fellow students for help instead:
http://bit.ly/1SLYfBn
The EU is among the biggest donors to
Ukraine. // More financial upport
coming from the USA:
http://reut.rs/224C6Rg // The
economic decline is caused mainly by
the Russian military aggression in
Ukrainian territories.

Illogical conclusion.

EEAS

European Values Think-Tank

European Values Think-Tank

European Values Think-Tank

29.03.2016

30.03.2016

30.03.2016

30.03.2016

30.03.2016

30.03.2016

31.03.2016

ENG

HUN

CZE

CZE

According a former French official who has
had senior roles in internal security,
Alexander Litvinenko, the Russian spy who
died from polonium poisoning, was killed
by US and UK special services. He claims
that Litvinenko’s murder was a special
sevices operation designed to defame
Russia and Vladimir Putin.
The attacks in Brussels were part of
NATO’s so-called "Gladio plan", which is
aimed at legitimizing NATO in the eyes of
US and European politicians.
The pictures of basketball player Sebastien
Bellin who was allegedly injured during the
Brussels attacks prove that the attacks
were staged.
Video shot by "Britain First" proves that
multicultural cohabitation and tolerance is
not possible.

GEO

Savchenko is a Ukrainian fascist, who
organized the murder of two Russian
journalists.

CZE

The conflict in the East of Ukraine was
started by the fascist regime in Kyiv,
Maidan was organized by the US
government.

RUS

The European Union has denied Ukraine's
EU membership.

http://bit.ly/1RSCdws

russia-insider.com

Conspiracy theory, no evidence given.
Polonium traces clearly show that
Dmitry Kovtun and Andrey Lugovoy
are responsible for Litvinenko's
murder (http://bit.ly/1n7aiOn).

http://bit.ly/1UMFgdI

orientalista.hu

Conspiracy theory, no evidence given.

Political Capital Institute

svetkolemnas.info

Sebastien Bellin was seriously injured:
http://ind.pn/1M9htRX // The
pictures do not prove any of author's
claims.

European Values Think-Tank

aeronet.cz

Britain First's 'Christian Patrol' was
condemned by local church leaders as
intimidating and inflaming tensions:
http://huff.to/1Swfh3E

European Values Think-Tank

Georgia and the World
(newspaper)

Repeating already debunked
disinformation. There is compelling
evidence that Savchenko did not
murder the two Russian journalists
she was accused of
(http://bit.ly/1WbGqMD).

EEAS

svobodnenoviny.eu //
rukojmi.cz

Repeating a myth that has been
debunked many times already.

European Values Think-Tank

Dni.ru

Dni.ru’s source for this claim is an
interview the Netherlands Prime
Minister Mark Rutte (who is not an EU
representative) gave the Dutch
publication NU.nl. According to the
PM "the Netherlands is against
[Ukraine's EU] membership, because
we believe that Ukraine should have
good relations with Europe and with
Russia. This is not possible if Ukraine is
in the European Union". Ukraine has
not filed an application for EU
membership, and plans to do so only
after 2020 (http://bit.ly/1UBBZ0n).

StopFake.org

http://bit.ly/1Tv6WlA

http://bit.ly/1RTLB35

http://bit.ly/1ou1Zg4 //
http://bit.ly/1Ya5d4u

http://bit.ly/1M8TjHj

East StratCom

31.03.2016

02.04.2016

RUS

RUS

The head of the EU Delegation in Ukraine
Jan Tombinski has admitted the Free Trade
Agreement with Ukraine is futile: the Free
Trade Zone is a complete failure because
impoverished Ukrainians don’t buy
European goods and domestic companies
are not ready to enter the European
market.

Ukraine is to pay 57,317.50 pounds sterling
to former president Viktor Yanukovych and
his two sons because of the negligence of
Ukrainian Justice Ministry personnel who
were forced to withdraw Ukraine’s law suit
against Yanukovych. As a result of this
negligence the European court ordered
Ukraine to “offset the costs incurred by the
plaintiffs as a result of Ukraine filing a law
suit against them.”

http://bit.ly/1RSZ8HZ

http://bit.ly/1PPFGrl

Ukraina.ru completely misquoted
Tombinski who never called the Free
Trade Zone a failure. What Tombinski
actually said is: "Today we can say that
the free trade zone, the open market
with the EU is not being used as we
wanted and expected it to be used.
And all because of the many structural
weaknesses of the Ukrainian
economy." He explained that the zone
is encountering obstacles. He is
however optimistic and points out
that Europe is ready to help identify
those Ukrainian businesses, who can
export their goods to the EU. “Nothing
will be given just like that; the
European market is very competitive.
Use the support, including the
material support, that Ukraine
receives ” Tombinski advised
(http://bit.ly/222utuq).

StopFake.org

Ukraine’s Justice Ministry published a
rebuttal of Lukash’s claim, calling it a
figment of her imagination. According
to the Justice Ministry, there is no
Former Ukrainian Justice
decision by the European Court
Minister Olena Lukash
ordering any compensation to
announced on her
Yanukovych as there is no ruling
Facebook page
against Ukraine and in favor of
Yanukovych and Lukash’s claim is
aimed at whitewashing Yanukovych’s
image and blackening that of Ukraine
(http://bit.ly/1RYoAsJ).

StopFake.org

ukraina.ru

